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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT — LEASES — JURIEN BAY BOAT HARBOUR 
Grievance 

MR R.S. LOVE (Moore — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [9.22 am]: My grievance today is to the Minister 
for Transport. I grieve on behalf of two businesses associated with the fishing industry that lease maritime assets 
from the Department of Transport. These businesses, at Jurien Bay and Port Denison, approached me out of sheer 
frustration. After numerous attempts to deal with the lessor, the Department of Transport, and the property agent, 
McGees Property, they had reached a stalemate and did not know where to go next. Comen Ltd, which trades as 
Comen Fuel WA and Jurien Boat Lifters, has held two Department of Transport leases at Jurien Bay marina since 
the 1980s. Both leases had expired due to the leasing agent not providing renewal and new lease documents. 
The first lease, at lot 1225 Jurien Boat Harbour, is referred to as Jurien Bay Fuel Farm. The lease expired on 
30 September 2019 and a renewal was not received until six months later. For 12 months, the Comen board attempted 
to discuss details of the lease with the agents, McGees Property, and the Department of Transport’s manager of 
property services and finally had to engage solicitors to instigate a meeting. Comen staff speak of incompetence 
on the part of McGees Property and about correspondence disappearing into a black hole. After a 27-month hiatus, 
this lease has now finally been signed. 
The second lease, lot 36 Breakwater Drive, is home to the Comen enterprise Jurien Boat Lifters and encompasses 
a hardstand and lifting facility. Essentially, Comen provides an integral boat lifting service, ensuring that boats do 
not have to travel to Two Rocks or Geraldton if they need to come out of the water. This slipway is a 30-year-old 
DoT asset that I am told has not been maintained. It is referenced as Department of Transport asset 2760. The lease 
expired on 30 June 2020. 
The sticking point in negotiations centres around schedule B, which was added to the lease agreement in 2010. 
According to my notes, it is headed “Lessee to maintain Boat Lifter Runway Jetties” and reads — 

The Lessee must maintain the Boat Lift Runway Jetties including but without limitation all structural 
parts of the Boat Lift Runway Jetties, in safe, good order, repair and condition. The maintenance repairs 
may be undertaken by the Lessor who is then entitled to recover the costs from the Lessee. 

Comen has contested this clause for the past decade, to no avail. Prior to the renewal of the 2010 lease, there was 
no expectation that Comen would be accountable and liable for the cost of maintaining a Department of Transport 
capital asset. Comen has no lease over the runways or jetty; it has only a licence to use the runways. Comen has no 
authority, no jurisdiction and no control over the runways or jetty. As the runways and jetty are a Department of 
Transport capital asset, the department should therefore be responsible for repairs and maintenance. Comen 
believes, and I would agree, that the imposition on Comen is not within normal business practices. 
Comen claims that communication with the Department of Transport and McGees Property over the past two years 
has been almost non-existent and very frustrating. Approaches to the Department of Transport are rebutted with 
the requirement to deal with McGees, which is effectively a real estate agency. Information is gathered by McGees 
and passed on to the Department of Transport at scheduled meetings, giving an indication that neither party 
appreciates the urgency of the situation. As Comen explains, “This is time consuming and makes it extremely 
difficult to get any answers or direction to move forward, enabling us to reach an amicable position suitable to 
both parties.” 
Inspection of the department’s boat lifter slipway in 2019 resulted in the bracing beams being condemned. Again, 
Comen points out that no maintenance had been carried out by the department on this asset prior to the inclusion 
of schedule B in its lease in 2010. In 2020–21, in order to continue operating the boat lifting service, Comen repaired 
the bracing beams and jetty at a cost of $78 000. I believe Comen is justified in seeking 50 per cent of these costs 
from DoT, with a similar arrangement going forward. 
As a tenant of Jurien Boat Harbour, Comen has contributed to a harbour levy for more than 30 years. Earlier advice 
from the Department of Transport explained that this fee is charged on all leases to support infrastructure costs, 
including service jetties and lifter runway jetties. It seems to be onerous that Comen is paying for repairs and 
maintenance via the harbour levy and is also expected to maintain a slipway jetty that it does not use. 
I move now to Port Denison. George Bass established Seaz Denison Seafood at 3 McIntyre Cove on the Port Denison 
waterfront five years ago in a leased building at lot 953 Port Denison Boat Harbour. As in much of the midwest, 
the power supply is unreliable. By way of example, George’s most recent power outage cost him $680 in generator 
hire to preserve his very perishable fish and shellfish stocks. Keen to have an alternative power supply, two and 
a half years ago Mr Bass applied to the Department of Transport to put solar panels onto his leased building. 
Attempts to communicate with the department proved difficult. He was eventually told to reapply in six months’ 
time when the power supply would be reconfigured locally to allow solar panels to be installed. When he reapplied, 
he was advised that the entire allocation for solar had in the meantime been taken up by another business. He points 
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to a lack of transparency by the Department of Transport and adds that the department’s incompetence has cost 
him dearly. 
George quotes a separate incident in which he applied for rent relief on behalf of the business. He says it was beyond 
frustrating dealing with layers of bureaucracy, while noting that the Department of Transport has hidden behind 
McGees Property and vice versa. He has found himself constantly having to chase McGees for responses to his emails 
and says he could not get to the decision-makers. 
I call on the minister to review the Department of Transport’s management of its maritime assets—assets of the 
people of Western Australia. It would appear that outsourcing the management of these assets to a third party is not 
working. The aforementioned lessees are trying to run a business in a difficult environment. They are fed up with 
being fobbed off by a real estate agent. I ask the minister to ensure that the Department of Transport works with 
George Bass at Seaz in Denison to facilitate a resolution of the unfair impasse over power supply, especially the 
solar panel installation. I seek the minister’s consideration of 50 per cent of these costs being recovered from the 
Department of Transport by Comen for the repairs to its asset, with a similar arrangement going forward. I would 
also request that the minister ensures that the outstanding lease is issued to Comen as soon as possible. I thank the 
minister for taking the grievance. 
MS R. SAFFIOTI (West Swan — Minister for Transport) [9.29 am]: I thank the member for Moore for his 
grievance. In a sense, many of the details that the member outlined relate to commercial negotiations between 
two parties, with the Department of Transport also being a party to those discussions. I will not go through the claims 
and counterclaims in detail because that will not be very fruitful or effective in these types of grievances. 
I will address a couple of matters. One relates to Comen Fuel WA. As the member advised, the lease that was signed 
in 2010 included responsibility for all maintenance requirements, including the maintenance of the boat lifter piers, 
which were integral to the boat lifter operations, and also that Comen exclusively uses these piers to carry out its 
business. Again, I do not believe the member raising some points and me standing here reading notes is the way 
to sort out these things. I will ask the Department of Transport to follow up this issue directly to ensure that things 
are being conducted properly and that there are proper lines of communication. I will ask that further meetings and 
discussions on that issue be conducted. 
In relation to the solar issue, again, I am advised that further work is being undertaken on how additional solar 
capacity can be provided in that area. That work will be undertaken. The member raised two particular commercial 
disagreements. I will ask the department to follow up those issues. 
The member made a general point about the management of assets across the transport portfolio. It is fair to say 
that the Department of Transport, or Transport itself through both the Public Transport Authority and Main Roads, 
owns and manages a lot of different types of land and businesses across the state, whether it is land that is held for 
future roads or land that is left over from reservations, public transport corridors or land that has been set aside for 
public transport or the significant maritime assets that Transport has. I have already started not what I would call 
a formal review but an analysis of how we can do things better across the transport portfolio. We will look at how 
we can group the coordination of the management of assets in a new area to ensure we get expertise from across 
the transport portfolio into one area so that we have confidence in the management of all our assets in the state, 
noting that we manage the kiosks at train stations, along with the jetties and marinas.  
There are a lot of different management tasks. I have already started a process of looking at how we can bring 
together all the expertise from the entire transport portfolio into one area so that we can have that expertise on how 
to manage and run all the assets of the state in the transport portfolio grouped in one area rather than littered through 
all the different agencies. That has already commenced. Frankly, sometimes I am not confident that when another 
party is appointed to manage those things, it understands the government’s priorities and needs. I take the point; it 
is something that I have already started. In particular, I will ask the department to follow up these two commercial 
negotiations directly. 
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